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Abstract

Because of the increase in complexity of System-on-Chip (SoC) networks by using Network-on-
Chip (NoC), latency has become a major issue in the design and validation. There are formal
and mathematical methods to determine latency bounds of a NoC, such as network calculus, and
low level simulation environments, such as a cycle-accurate simulation of the Register Transfer
Level. This thesis proposes a method that abstracts away from low level analysis and uses a formal
model to analyze the latency bounds of a given NoC. By applying different traffic schemes we can
determine worst case latency of some case studies, which include a 8-node Spidergon with cache
coherency and a TornadoNoC architecture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multiprocessor System-On-Chips (MPSOC) continue to scale with ever-increasing numbers of com-
ponents integrated into a die. System-On-Chips(SoC) get increasingly complex which increases the
amount of communication between different cores. Because of this increase in processing units,
traditional communication methods such as a bus have a hard time keeping up. To deal with this
increase in data, Networks-on-Chip [1] have been proposed. Examples of architectures for these
networks are Spidergon [10] and TornadoNoc [15], which is a more recent example of a ring-like
network. This causes the communications to become more complex, which are key to MPSOC
correctness and performance. Thus there is a need to analyze NoCs for these MPSOC aspects.

To reduce costs, one wants to determine performance and correctness of NoCs at an early stage
in the design process. There are ways to analyze NoCs on Register Transistor Level (RTL), but
these methods often use cycle accurate models which are slow and do not scale well. A solution to
this is to abstract away from the RTL and use a formal model to confirm liveness properties.

The objective of this thesis is to use formal models to evaluate the performance of NoCs. The main
question with respect to this analysis is how can we analyze these models to get relevant results,
with a focus on latency bounds of NoCs. For formal modeling of the network, we use MaDL[23].
MaDL is currently used for deadlock detection of NoCs. We will expand its functionality to be able
to determine latency of arbitrary NoCs. To accomplish this, we use POOSL[22] as a simulation
environment for MaDL. We also show a method for transforming MaDL to dataflow graphs.
During the time this project was ongoing, a similar approach using formal models for performance
evaluation was published in [24]. We will compare results from this thesis to [24].

The contributions of this thesis are:

• A method to transform MaDL primitives to POOSL primitives

• An extraction algorithm to generate POOSL models based on the MaDL networks that uses
said primitives

• A way to convert MaDL networks to dataflow networks

• A set of case studies (Spidergon network, TornadoNoC, Two agents network) showing the
conversion and simulation results using POOSL models matching recent results of [24] and
expanding with new primitives that are only used in MaDL.

The organization of this document is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the background. This en-
compasses MaDL, POOSL and dataflow diagrams. Chapter 3 discusses methods to determine
performance of networks and some implementations that already have been made. Chapter 4
discusses how the MaDL primitives are ported to POOSL and gives some example networks to
illustrate this. Chapter 5 shows the latency determination of the POOSL models representing
the MaDL networks and how they compare. Chapter 6 discusses how dataflow representations of
MaDL networks are translated and can be used. The last two chapters are the general discussion
and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we introduce the necessary background about multiple languages used in this thesis.
We first present MaDL, followed by a description of POOSL and finally an introduction to dataflow
graphs.

2.1 MaDL
The Micro architectural Description Language [23](MaDL) targets the modeling of network archi-
tectures. MaDL is an extension of the modeling language xMAS [9] which was developed by Intel.
The main purpose of MaDL is to use the formal models to automatically analyze and verify these
systems. The main goal is the detection of deadlocks.

A MaDL network N consists of a set of components C and a set of channels X. Each com-
ponent C in a MaDL network model has a number of input and output ports, to which channels
are connected. A channel consists of a tuple containing a componentID, channelID and another
componentID in that order. The componentIDs indicates to which components the channel is
connected. A visualization of the channels can be seen in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1: Channels signals in MaDL

Channels in MaDL consist of three signals. One of the primitives is the initiator of the chan-
nel and the other is the target. Signal irdy indicates if the initiator is ready to send, while trdy
indicates whether the target is ready to receive. The final signal is data, which encompasses the
data that will be sent from the initiator to the target. Data will only be sent when irdy and trdy
are both true. Channels in MaDL obey persistency, which means that a channel that is ready to
initiate will remain so until the transfer occurs.

A complete MaDL model connects all primitive ports using channels. The base primitives of
MaDL are shown in Figure 2.2.

• The Queue is a first in first out (FIFO) buffer. A queue is parametrized by its length, which
is the number of items that can be stored in the queue. If there is no free slot in the queue,
it cannot accept data. If the queue is empty, it cannot output any data.

• The Function primitive maps a given function f to the input data it receives and outputs
the modified data.

• The Source primitive is the point in the MaDL model were data is created. As it is an
starting point, it only has one output to inject the data packets in the network. The source
is a fair primitive, meaning that packets will eventually be created.
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Figure 2.2: The Basic primitives used in MaDL

• The Sink is the opposite of the source. It is the primitive that consumes the data it receives.
These are the endpoints of a MaDL network. Sinks are also fair, meaning that sinks always
eventually accept data.

• The Fork primitive duplicates an incoming packet to the output channels. This transfer only
takes place if and only if the input is ready to sent and the two outputs are both ready to
receive.

• The Join is the opposite of the fork. It takes two inputs and merges these into one output.
How these packets are merged depends on the function parameter that is defined on the
primitive.

• The Switch primitive routes the packet it receives to one of its two outputs depending on
the data in the packet. The switch has a function that uses this data to determine on which
of its output channels the data should be forwarded.

• The Merge primitive is the dual of the switch. It receives input on two channels but consumes
data from at most one of them and produces this data on the output. Its arbitration policy
is a non-deterministic choice between the two inputs.

2.2 Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language(POOSL)
POOSL [22] is a modeling language to model concurrent hardware and/or software systems. It
uses a small set of powerful primitives and it has unambiguous formal semantics in terms of math-
ematical axioms and rules. The most useful aspect of POOSL with respect to this project is that
there are primitives for specification of the behavior of processes, which can be seen in Table 2.1.

POOSL exists of three layers, namely the data layer, process layer and the architecture layer.
The data layer represents the data in POOSL. All data is represented using data objects which
are instances of data classes. Data classes describe the properties of the data. It uses a similar set
of methods as the process layer. The process layer holds the process objects, which are instances
of process classes. These classes are static, active and concurrent. Finally the architecture layer
describes the system structure and architecture. Coding in POOSL is done using a plug-in for
Eclipse. Debugging and simulating can also be done in this environment. For faster simulation, a
standalone simulator called Rotalumis can use exported models from the POOSL code.

A method call is just a function call, followed by possible variables one wants to add. Sequential
composition means that statements will be done in order, broken up by a ’;’. The parallel com-
position means that all statements are done in parallel in an interleaved way. These statements
can be a set of sequential statements between each ’and’ statement. To send messages to and
from process classes in POOSL the Ep?m and Ep!m are used respectively. A guarded execution
means that until [E] holds, the software will be waiting here. Non-deterministic selection means
that it selects one of its sequential compositions to execute. If only one of the compositions can
be executed, it will always choose this execution. A while loop executes its sequential composition
until its prerequisite does not hold anymore. The same with abort, only abort can cut the loop at
any time. A delay delays the execution of the next statement by the given amount E.
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Statement S Description
m(E1,...,Ei)(v1,...,v_j) Method Call
E Data Expression
S_1;...;S_n Sequential Composition
par S_1 and ... and S_n rap Parallel Composition
Ep!m (E_1,...,E_)E_a Message Send
Ep?m (v_1,...,v_i | E_c)E_a (Conditional) Message Reception
[E] S Guarded Execution
sel S_1 or ... or S_n les Non-deterministic Selection
if E_c then S_1 else S_2 fi Deterministic Choice
while E_c do S od Loop
abort S_1 with S_2 Abort
delay E_t Time Synchronization

Table 2.1: The process methods available in POOSL, extracted from [22]

2.3 Dataflow graphs
A dataflow graph (DFG) is a graphical representation of a dataflow model, which is used to model
e.g. a digital signal processing algorithm [12, 11]. The graphs consist of actors and arcs. An actor
is a function or block which can be executed, or in the graph is being fired. An arc is a First-In
First-Out(FIFO) queue that delivers the data from the output node of one actor to the input node
of a destination actor. These data elements are called tokens. An actor can only fire (do an action)
if there is a token available on all input arcs to the aforementioned actor. The amount of tokens an
actor needs is defined by the consumption rate of the arc, which is indicated near the end points of
a channel. The production rate which is at the beginning of a channel indicates how many tokens
will be produced onto that arc if the actor fires. If a node has no input ports, it becomes a source
node that is always executable. The main use of DFG’s is to analyze the throughput and buffer
sizes of an application and latency.

The most basic variant of dataflow graphs are Synchronous Dataflow Graphs(SDFG). The
following image shows such a graph.

Figure 2.3: An example of an SDFG, extracted from the SDF3 site 1

A single-rate SDFG means that all inputs and outputs are 1, and thus when one actor consumes
one token, it will fire one token. A multi-rate SDFG can fire multiple tokens at once when firing
or needs multiple tokens to be able to fire.

2.3.1 Cyclo-Static Dataflow Graphs
A Cyclo-Static Dataflow Graph(CSDFG) [12, 3] is a model that expands the limited expression
capability of the SDFG by allowing the rates not to be constant. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4.(a) shows an SDFG graph, while Figure 2.4.(b) is the same graph but
in CSDFG form. If D receives two tokens from S, it will fire once to both target actors, while D’
changes it behavior each time it fires. As D’ receives a token, it will first fire to R and its second
firing will go to L, represented by {0,1} and {1,0} respectively. In this way, D’ cycles through 2
phases.

2.3.2 Scenario Aware Dataflow Graphs
Another option is to use Scenario-Aware Dataflow Graphs(SADFG)[20, 2], which are a different
way to expand on the SDFG. In these kind of graphs, there are two different types of actors called
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Figure 2.4: A comparison of an SDFG and a CSDFG model, extracted from [12]

kernels and detectors. Kernels are the same type of actors that are used in SDFG and CSDFG.
Detectors model the control behavior of a system that dynamically determines in which scenario the
system operates. There are also two types of channels, called data and control channels. Control
channels have scenario valued tokens that influence the control flow. Data channels communicate
using normal tokens also used in CSDFG and SDFG. In a model, data channels are indicated using
solid vertices’s, while control channels are striped vertices’s. An example can be seen in Figure
2.5.

Figure 2.5: An example of a Scenario-Aware Dataflow Graph, extracted from the SDF3 site 2

Figure 2.5 shows that there are two different kinds of rates used in SADFG. The standard
numerical rates which are fixed and parametrized rates which are indicated in the image using
lower-case letters. The parametrized rates depend on in which state the system is in, but they will
always be natural numbers. The scenario of a SADFG can be determined using a Markov Chain
or a Finite State Machine. Each state of the chain needs to be specified to show what the rates
are for the parametrized rates of the given network. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a Markov
chain for detector E. We have two states S0 and S1. In state S0, p is 0, meaning if E fires it will
not send a packet to B. In S1, p is 1, meaning it will fire if the Markov chain is currently in that
state. The 0.5 indicate the probability of taking the specific transition in the chain, e.g. in state
S0 it can stay in S0 with a probability of 0.5.

Figure 2.6: A Markov chain Scenario
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Chapter 3

Evaluating Performance

When looking for possibilities that can be used to determine latency and/or performance of the
communication fabrics the main possibilities are using simulation based methods and/or formal
verification. In this section we will give short summaries of some examples of both simulation
based and formal methods.

3.1 Simulation based method

3.1.1 gem5
The gem5[4] simulator is a community tool focused on architectural modeling and is open-source.
The tool is a merge of the M5 [5] and GEMS [16] simulators. The most important aspects are
flexible modeling, wide availability and a high level of developer interaction to foster collaboration.
The flexibility comes from providing 4 different CPU models (Atomic simple, Timing simple, In-
Order and the out-of-order O3), two different system modes (System call evaluation, which emulates
only what is needed, and full system) and two different memory modes (classic (M5 based) and
Ruby). It also supports the most common industry standard architectures (ISA) like x86 and ARM.
Some key aspects of gem5 are pervasive object orientation, having a Python interface, supporting
domain specific languages and having standard interfaces. Gem5 simulates the passing of time as
a series of discrete events. This means that it will make a pending event list which are processed
in order. According to [7], GEM5 full-system simulations are cycle-accurate, which means that the
program simulates the given micro-architecture on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

3.1.2 BookSim
BookSim [14] is a detailed, cycle-accurate simulator for NoC that can also be used to model
interconnection networks for a variety of other systems. The functional top-level diagram can be
seen in Figure 3.1. The two main parts are the traffic manager and the network itself. The traffic
manager models the source and destination endpoints of the packets that will be inserted into the
network. The injection of packets happens according to user specifications. This includes traffic
pattern, packets size, injection rate etc. The network model exists of a collection of routers and
channels with a defining topology. Communication between routers happens using explicit send
and receive operations between channels. BookSim simulates the network on the granularity of
flits and clock cycles. The latency is determined using the amount of cycles it takes for a packet
to reach its destination from its source.

3.1.3 SystemC
SystemC [21] is a modeling language based on C++ which provides an event driven simulation
interface. SystemC is somewhat mimicking hardware description languages like VHDL and Verilog.
It is often associated with electronic system-level design and transaction level modeling. It is made
up of a set of C++ classes and macros. Processes made in SystemC can communicate in a
simulated real-time environment. With respect to Quality of Service elements, SystemC provides
power/energy estimation by means of simulations. PowerSim is a library that can calculate energy
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Figure 3.1: Top-level block diagram of BookSim. Extracted from [14]

and power consumption of described hardware. An example of a simulator for NoC is Noxim[8]
which is a cycle-accurate simulator for NoCs.

3.2 Formal methods using xMAS
As MaDL is based on xMAS, an interesting aspect is what kind of research already has been
done using this base set of primitives with respect to performance analysis of networks. In this
subsection we will present different methods used.

3.2.1 Thesis of D. Holcomb
The first formal method we discuss is the thesis of D. Holcomb [13]. This Thesis has three main
contributions of verifying end-to-end latency bounds in a mesh network, a scalable latency verifica-
tion using compositional inductive proofs and a novel approach to minimize the cumulative buffer
size in on-chip networks in specific circumstances. The first two of these three are relevant to this
study, as they look at a way to find out the latency using formal methods.

The first of the two methods is a way to reduce the amount of variables used in the verifica-
tion by decomposing the model and the latency properties along router boundaries. In the thesis
the example of an 8x8 mesh network is used to illustrate this concept. Formalizing such a network
in temporal logic gives a router over 1000 state variables and thus the amount of states in the
entire mesh network will be large. The proposed solution is to look at each router individually by
abstracting away the rest of the mesh network and replace this by a traffic model based on the
benchmarks of the networks to replicate the traffic on the specific router. The verification happens
using UCLID, which uses model checking based on SMT solving. The traffic model is made using
xMAS and adapted to the benchmarks. The traffic model that was created for the thesis (called
TITAN) has been used in an experiment with a 20 and 30 cycle BMC (Bounded Model Checking).
This means that when running tests it is possible to not get any answers as the BMC does not go
deep enough, as bounds larger than 29 cycles cannot be proved using a 30 cycle BMC. The main
contribution of this part is the notion that traffic models can serve as interface specifications for
decomposing network models.

The second proposition builds on the first, where the main problem was the scalability of the
setup. It proposes a method which uses compositional proofs using induction to formally verify
the latency bounds of a network. The compositional model checking approach encompasses the
strengthening of the latency bound using latency lemmas, which are subproblems of the total la-
tency bound. The latency lemmas are created using Stages, places were a packet can pass through.
Each location in a network belongs to at least one stage at every time moment. Stage graphs are
arranged stages into a directed acyclic graph to show in which order packets visit the stages. The
two latency lemmas that follow from this are:

• Age lemmas. A stage graph is defined through the use of Age lemmas that bound the total
time between when a packet is injected into the network and when it exits each stage.
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• Progress lemmas. Age lemmas are created by the Progress lemmas, which bound the number
of cycles that a packet can spend in each stage

In an example using a credit loop (§6.2 in [13]), it is shown that the progress lemmas are derived
from the loop by computing a conservative upper bound on how long a packet might wait to ad-
vance. If packets visit queue slots in a known order and the progress lemmas provide a way to bound
the time spent at each slot, then it becomes possible to compute a bound on the total propagation
delay through the network. The age lemmas for the stages are then formulated using a stage graph.

A difference in modeling in this setup with respect to the previously mentioned method is that the
xMAS network is described in Verilog instead of UCLID and converted into And Inverter Graphs
for verification using the SAT-based model checking tool ABC[6]. The model checking problem for
proving a latency bound is derived to be:

N=̄φGt ∧Ψ ∧ φL ∧Θ (3.1)

In this equation, N is the xMAS model, φGt the global latency bound, Ψ the set of auxiliary
invariants, φ the age lemma and Θ the progress lemma. This strengthened property is shown to
be compositional and thus leads to inductive proofs with shorter induction depths and smaller run
times.

The thesis also provides methods to automatically derive stages, stage graphs and age lemmas
for a subset of xMAS networks (§6.4.1 of [13]) with the exception of cyclic networks. The issue
is that cycles in the stage graph create infinite age bounds. Manual refinement can be used to
create an acyclic stage graph as demonstrated in a ring topology as proof on concept. Progress
lemmas can also be generated from the previous parts, which is done by deriving the blocking
bounds of the stage graphs using a heuristic. As the heuristic generates the blocking bounds, it
also generates progress lemmas that formalize the assumptions made in deriving the bounds. It
shows the workings of these concepts on some example networks e.g. a virtual channel network
and a ring interconnect.

3.2.2 Network Calculus
Network calculus is based on the usage of arrival and service curves. The arrival curve is the up-
per bound envelope function of the incoming traffic, while the service curve is the lower bounded
envelope function of the draining traffic. If R(t) is the number of packets before time t, then R is
bounded by arrival curve A if and only if R(t) – R(s) ≤ A(t-s) for all t and s. For the strict minimal
service curve, the number of packets served from a backlog of packets (defined as D) that need to
be served, D is bounded by D(t) – D(s) ≥ S(t-s). An example of an application of the network
calculus can be found in [18], in which it is used in a NoC setting to determine communication
delay for individual flows. A visual example can be seen in Figure 3.2.

A more recent application of network calculus with respect to xMAS can be found in [24]. In
this paper a method is presented in which they use xMAS models for finding worst-case latency
estimates. In this method, the source and sink primitives of the model use the arrival and service
curves to be able to inject and consume packets in the xMAS model. Using the different injection
and consumption times, the worst-case delay of a packet is determined by having the supremum of
the difference between the injection and consumption times of a packet. As this model uses xMAS,
a reduced form of MaDL, the results of this paper are of interest to us to be able to compare to
for our results. We will explain more of the examples used and results of them when comparing to
these results in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.2: A visualization of the Network Calculus Arrival and Service curves
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Chapter 4

Converting MaDL to POOSL

In this section we discuss the porting process of MaDL to POOSL for simulation purposes. We
will first explain how MaDL was ported to POOSL. This consists of the channel model, packets
and primitives. After that we show example networks and analyze their behavior in comparison
to MaDL.

4.1 Channel Model in POOSL
To understand how the primitives in POOSL will be connected, we first discuss how the channel
model in POOSL works. In MaDL, most primitives are bound to a handshake to determine when
a data packet is sent using an irdy and trdy signal. This setup can be seen in Figure 2.1. To be
able to transfer the data, an irdy signal must be received by the target and a trdy signal must be
received by the initiator. Only then can the data be transferred from the initiator to the target.
To represent this handshake in POOSL, we use a channel model as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: POOSL channel connection

In this image, primitive A is the initiator and primitive B is the target. The blocks on the
edges of the primitives are the ports of a primitive. The irdy signal leaves primitive A trough port
Oirdy. It is received by port Iirdy of primitive B. The trdy signal comes from primitive B and is
sent from port Otrdy to port Itrdy. Lastly the data is transferred trough the Out port of primitive
A to the In port of primitive B.

In POOSL, we use two message types to represent these signals. First are the handshake sig-
nals irdy and trdy which are called Packet in POOSL. The data packets are called Color. This
distinction is used to keep the handshake and data signals separate in the POOSL code. To confirm
the handshake between primitives, first a Packet message has to be sent from Oirdy to Iirdy and
from Otrdy to Itrdy. This confirms the handshake and thus we can send the data message Color
to primitive B.

4.2 Translating the MaDL primitives to POOSL
In this section we discuss how the primitives are translated to POOSL and how they retain their
functionality that they had in MaDL. Each explanation of a primitive consists of a discussion of the
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basic functionality followed by an explanation of how the handshake of that primitive is fulfilled.

4.2.1 Colors
We first discuss how the data in MaDL is converted to POOSL. Packets in the original MaDL are
not uniquely defined, which makes it hard to track. The advantage of porting the MaDL network
to POOSL is that unique packets can be made in POOSL without needing to change all the base
code of MaDL to include unique identifiers in MaDL.

Data packets are defined in POOSL as a data process called Color, which is defined using the
code shown in the listing of the Color packet.

data c l a s s Color extends Object
v a r i a b l e s I d e n t i f i e r : Integer , EntranceCycle : Real , Source : Str ing ,
ColorType : Str ing , QueueTime : Real
methods
s e t I d e n t i t y ( I : I n t eg e r ) : Color

I d e n t i f i e r := I ;
r e turn ( s e l f )

setEntranceCyc le (R: Real ) : Color
EntranceCycle := R;
re turn s e l f

setSourceID (S : S t r ing ) : Color
Source := S ;
re turn s e l f

setColorType (S : S t r ing ) : Color
ColorType := S ;
re turn s e l f

getEntranceCycle : Real
re turn EntranceCycle

g e t I d en t i t y : I n t eg e r
re turn I d e n t i f i e r

getSourceID : S t r ing
return Source

getColorType : S t r ing
return ColorType

setQueueTime (R: Real ) : Color
QueueTime := R;
re turn s e l f

getQueueTime : Real
re turn QueueTime

Listing 4.1: Color Packet code

The passive data object Color is defined as an Object, which is the root of the inheritance
hierarchy in POOSL. It is the data that is transferred in Figure 4.1 from the Out port to the In
port. Data expressions differ slightly from process objects in POOSL with respect to the primitives
they can use. Each time a new(Color) is called in a process class, a new data object color Color is
created. An Object of type Color has multiple variables which hold the data of the packet. The
purpose of each variable shown in the listing is:

• Identifier is an integer that indicates which injection it was. For example, the third injection
of a given source X would get identifier 3.

• EntranceCycle is a Natural number which holds the cycle in which the packet is injected. It
is kept track of as a real number to keep the amount of conversions needed reduced, as the
function which gives the current cycle gives a real number.

• Source indicates the source which injected this packet

• Colortype holds the data of the packet as a String
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• QueueTime is a variable which holds the cycle in which it entered the last queue it entered.

The last part of the class is called methods which defines all the methods that can be used on
the Data class Color. For example, the method "setIdentity(I:Integer) : Color" sets the variable
Identifier of the Color that is called to value I that is given in the function. Setting the Identifier
to 1 while having a Color c is done by calling "setIdentity(1) c which would change the identifier
variable of Object Color c to 1. The get-variant functions return the current value of the variables,
making it possible to read out variables of this specific color. In the given code, the "data" the
packet holds is found in ColorType, which is of type string e.g. "blue" or "red". For other types of
networks, an array of integers can be added to for example be able to give a packet a destination
in a 2x2 mesh network.

4.2.2 Packets
Packets are the messages used for the handshake part of communication between primitives. These
messages are reduced forms of Color messages. They only copy the data for propagation purposes
trough the model, as some primitives propagate based on internal data. Their data class is thus a
reduced form of Color with only ColorType.

4.2.3 Source
The source is the element that can inject at most 1 new packet into the network at each cycle.
The following listing shows the code used to represent the source in POOSL.

proce s s c l a s s source ( SourceID : Str ing , ColorType : Str ing , SourceType : Str ing ,
Delay : Integer , Ratio : Real , Burst : Real )

por t s
Out , Irdy ,
Trdy

messages
Out ! Message ( Color )
Irdy ! Message ( Packet )
Trdy ? Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
Nex t I d e n t i f i e r : I n t eg e r
I n j e c t s : Real
randomR : RandomGenerator

i n i t
I n i t i a l i s e S o u r c e ( ) ( )

methods
I n i t i a l i s e S o u r c e ( ) ( )

Nex t I d e n t i f i e r := 1 ;
i f SourceType = "NC" then SendColorNC ( ) ( )
e l s e i f SourceType = "Ratio " then SendColorRatio ( ) ( )
e l s e SendColor ( ) ( )

SendColorNC ( ) ( )
SendColorRatioNC ( ) ( )
SendColor ( ) ( )

p := new( Packet ) setData ( ColorType ) ;
par Irdy ! Message (p) and Trdy ? Message (q ) rap ;

c := new( Color ) s e t I d e n t i t y ( Nex t I d en t i f i e r ) setSourceID ( SourceID )
setColorType ( ColorType ) setEntranceCyc le ( currentTime ) ;
N ex t I d e n t i f i e r := Nex t I d e n t i f i e r + 1 ;
Out ! Message ( c ) ;
de lay ( Delay ) ;
Repeat Function

Listing 4.2: Source Primitive code

The code for the source primitive has a lot of input arguments to process, which have to do with
the settings that the primitive is in. Depending on the defined SourceType, the source will either
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uses an arrival curve, a Poisson distribution or standard injection scheme for the packets. Each
scheme will be further discussed in the next chapter. For now, we look at the SendColor function,
which tries to inject a packet and then waits for a Delay amount of cycles.
The first thing we do is create a Packet p for handshaking purposes. After creation of p this
message is sent on port Irdy while at the same time the source waits for a trdy message. After
sending and receiving these Packets, it creates a Color c which is sent out on port Out using
Out!Message(c). The NextIdentifier keeps track of the amount of packets that have been injected.
The delay(x) function that is called afterwards is an internal POOSL function that delays the next
execution by amount x. If a function executes some code in cycle 1 and then encounters delay(1),
it will wait here until cycle 2 is started before continuing. This value has to be greater than or
equal to 1, otherwise a source can inject multiple times in a single cycle. This cannot be done in
MaDL, thus it can also not be done in the simulation model.

4.2.4 Function
The function primitive in MaDL changes the data of the packet according to the given expression
for the function. An example of a matching function is shown in the listing of the function prim-
itive. The primitive itself has 2 ports for incoming and outgoing messages. In this case, given a
Function_Input String, the ColorType of the packet is being checked to see if the data of Color c
needs to be changed. For example, when having a Colortype "blue" which matches Function_Input
"blue", the ColorType of c is being set to Result "red". The delay used at the end of the Trans-
ferFunction is there again to make sure that only one element passes through the primitive each
cycle like in a MaDL network. The handshake of function is a combination of Source and Sink,
as it has to receive and pass on an irdy Packet and a trdy Packet before being able to transfer Color.

The Function primitive still is explicitly modeled because of the way they are defined in MaDL.
Depending on the functionality wanted, the Function_Input and with it the variable check changes.

p roce s s c l a s s func t i on ( Function_Input : Str ing , Result : S t r ing )
por t s

Out , Oirdy , Otrdy ,
In , I i rdy , I t rdy

messages
In ?Message ( Color )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out ! Message ( Color )
I t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
Oirdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
c : Color

i n i t
In i tFunct i on ( ) ( )

methods
In i tFunct i on ( ) ( )

Trans ferFunct ion ( ) ( )
Trans ferFunct ion ( ) ( ) | p , q : Packet , c : Color |

par
I t rdy ?Message (p ) ;
Otrdy ! Message (p)

and
I i r dy ?Message (q ) ;
i f q getData = Function_Input then q setData ( Result ) f i ;
Oirdy ! Message (q )

rap ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
i f c getColorType = Function_Input then c setColorType ( Result ) f i ;
Out ! Message ( c ) ;
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delay ( 1 ) ;
Trans ferFunct ion ( ) ( )

Listing 4.3: Function Primitive code

4.2.5 Switch
A switch routes a packet to one of its outputs depending on the given predicate. Just like the
function primitive this primitive is more network specific than other primitives. The difference
with respect to functions is that switch only does data matching instead of data modification,
making the standard setup for most switches the same. POOSL includes if/else constructions,
which can be used to fulfill the functionality.

Process c l a s s Madl_switch ( Tr igger : S t r ing )
por t s

Out1 , Out2 , Otrdy , O1irdy , O2irdy ,
In , I i rdy , I1trdy , I2 t rdy

messages
In ? Message ( Color )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out1 ! Message ( Color )
I1 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O1irdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out2 ! Message ( Color )
I2 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O2irdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
c : Color

i n i t
In i tSw i t ch ( ) ( )

methods
In i tSw i t ch ( ) ( )

Trans ferSwitch ( ) ( )
Trans ferSwitch ( ) ( ) | p , q : Packet , c : Color |

I i r d y ?Message (p ) ;
i f p getData ( ) = Tr igger then par O1irdy ! Message (p)

and I1t rdy ?Message (q ) rap ;
Otrdy ! Message (q ) ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
Out1 ! Message ( c )

e l s e par O2irdy ! Message (p) and I2t rdy ?Message (q ) rap ;
Otrdy ! Message (q ) ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
Out2 ! Message ( c ) f i ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
Trans ferSwitch ( ) ( )

Listing 4.4: Switch Primitive code

The switch has a slightly more complex handshake than the previous primitives. The specific
handshake semantics given in MaDL for a 2-input switch are:

i.trdy = ∃k : o_k.irdy ∧ o_k.trdy (4.1)

o_k.irdy = i.irdy ∧ f_k(i.data), ∀1 <= k <= 2 (4.2)

o_k.data = i.data, ∀1 <= k <= 2 (4.3)

Here i stands for an input channel and o is an output channel. The first item says that for
the input trdy to be high, there must be a value for k for which it is the case that the irdy and
trdy of this outgoing channel k are high. This depends on the second formula, which says that
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this o_k.irdy will be sent when an irdy has been received on the input. Applying the function f
to the data from the incoming packet gives a output channel k as a result. If we know k, we can
make the irdy to channel k high and trdy signal of k will eventually become high, completing the
condition. Then trdy can be propagated back to the previous component, fulfilling the handshake.
The last equation says that the output data of k will be equal to the input data.

We can see this handshake in the listing of the switch. First we receive an irdy from the pre-
vious primitive, which is the same as the i.irdy in the second equation. Having this value means
we can do the f_k, which in this case is a simple comparison. Depending on the the results output
1 or 2 will be chosen and thus that specific o_k.irdy will be high. After that the i.trdy check is
done as this one depends on the previous one, followed by the actual transfer of the color data.

4.2.6 Merge
The merge selects one of the two incoming messages and forwards it to the output. If it receives
only one message, it will forward that message. This is done by S_1;...;S_n, the sequential
composition statement shown before. This sequential composition chooses one of the choices non-
deterministically based on an internal seed in POOSL. If one packet enters the component, it passes
on this one packet as all this statement does is select one of the two if there are two packets.

p roce s s c l a s s merge
por t s

Out , O1trdy , O2trdy , Oirdy ,
In1 , In2 , Itrdy , I1 i rdy , I 2 i r dy

messages
In1 ? Message ( Color )
I 1 i r dy ?Message ( Packet )
O1trdy ! Message ( Packet )
In2 ? Message ( Color )
I 2 i r dy ?Message ( Packet )
O2trdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out ! Message ( Color )
I t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
Oirdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
S e l e c t : I n t eg e r

i n i t
In itMerge ( ) ( )

methods
InitMerge ( ) ( )

TransferMerge ( ) ( )
TransferMerge ( ) ( ) | c : Color , p , q , r : Packet |

par // s t a r t handshake
s e l I 1 i r dy ?Message (p ) ;

S e l e c t := 1 ;
Oirdy ! Message (p)

or I 2 i r dy ?Message (q ) ;
S e l e c t := 2 ;
Oirdy ! Message (q ) l e s

and
I t rdy ?Message ( r )
rap ; //end handshake
i f S e l e c t = 1 then O1trdy ! Message (p ) ;

In1 ?Message ( c )
e l s e O2trdy ! Message (q ) ;

In2 ?Message ( c ) f i ;
Out ! Message ( c ) ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
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TransferMerge ( ) ( )
Listing 4.5: Merge Primitive code

With respect to the irdy and trdy handshake, the merge has a different requirement to the previous
ones. The semantics of the MaDL merge are as follows:

i_j.trdy = i_j.irdy ∧ sel == j ∧ o.trdy, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ 2 (4.4)

o.irdy = OR( i_j.irdy ∧ sel == j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 (4.5)

In these equations, the first thing that needs to happen is that an i_j.irdy needs to be received. If
more than one i_j.irdy is received, one of these is randomly chosen, which is signified by the OR
statement in the second equation. To send the final i_j.trdy back, the o.trdy of the output must
have been received and thus the o.irdy must have been sent by that time.

The handshake has been indicated in the listing. It can receive either one of the i_j.irdy mes-
sages using a non-deterministic select statement. After that it sends out a Packet p on Oirdy to
the next primitive. This is followed by receiving an message on trdy from the next component,
which is done with the Itrdy?Message(r) statement. Finally, depending on the selected channel it
sends the trdy to I1trdy or I2trdy fulfills the handshake, after which the data can be transferred. A
note about the select statement is that if it receives both I1irdy?Message(p) and I2irdy?Message(p),
it will only select without throwing away the other message, which can be received in the next
cycle.

4.2.7 Queue
To represent the occupation of a queue, a new Data class is created. This data class also uses a
standard library which has some basic structures, more specific a FIFO queue. The Data class has
several variables for initialization. Init creates a new Queue of length S, isNotEmpty checks if the
ColorBuffer is not empty. Allocate allocates a spot for a new packet, while store actually puts the
Color at this spot. Remove removes the color at the head of the queue. Inspect checks the current
queue. Check checks if the queue is full.

data c l a s s QueueContainer extends Object
v a r i a b l e s QueueSize : Integer , Occupation : Integer , Co lorBuf f e r : Queue
methods
i n i t (S : I n t eg e r ) : QueueContainer
isNotEmpty : Boolean
a l l o c a t e : Boolean | NotFull : Boolean |
s t o r e ( c : Color ) : QueueContainer
remove : Color
i n sp e c t : Color
check : Boolean | NotFull : Boolean |

Listing 4.6: Data Class Queue

The process class Queue uses this data class QueueContainer to create a local queue. Thus each
process class queue creates its own QueueContainer so that each queue is unique. The creation
can be seen in the process class queue listing.

p roce s s c l a s s queue ( QueueSize : I n t eg e r )
por t s

Out , Otrdy , Oirdy ,
In , Itrdy , I i r d y

messages
In ?Message ( Color )
I t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
Oirdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out ! Message ( Color )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
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ColorQueue : QueueContainer
WasFull : Boolean
check : Boolean

i n i t
InitQueue ( ) ( )

methods
InitQueue ( ) ( )

WasFull := f a l s e ;
check := f a l s e ;
ColorQueue := new(QueueContainer ) i n i t ( QueueSize ) ;
par Rece iveColor ( ) ( ) and SendColor ( ) ( ) rap

Rece iveColor ( ) ( ) | c : Color , p , q : Packet |
[ ColorQueue check ]
[ ! WasFull ]
par Otrdy ! Message (p) and I i r dy ?Message (q ) rap ;

In ?Message ( c ) ;
c setQueueTime ( currentTime ) ;
ColorQueue a l l o c a t e ;
ColorQueue s t o r e ( c ) ;
WasFull := ColorQueue check not ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
Rece iveColor ( ) ( )

SendColor ( ) ( ) | c : Color , p , q : Packet |
WasFull := ColorQueue check not ;
i f ColorQueue isNotEmpty then

c := ColorQueue i n sp e c t ;
i f ( c getQueueTime ( ) != currentTime ) then

p := new( Packet ) setReady ( t rue ) setData ( c getColorType ) ;
par Oirdy ! Message (p) and I t rdy ? Message (q ) rap ;

Out ! Message ( c ) ;
ColorQueue remove f i f i ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
SendColor ( ) ( )

Listing 4.7: Primitive Queue code

In MaDL, a queue can only send one packet at most each cycle, but must also be able to receive
one packet if it is not full. To make this possible, two parallel processes are used. After the
creation and initialization of the data class Queue for this specific queue, the code uses the parallel
composition statement to start two processes in parallel, ReceiveColor and SendColor. These will
operate in tandem for the rest of the simulation. ReceiveColor is used to receive packets and put
these in the queue. First, it checks if it can receive a packet using a guard statement [ColorQueue
check]. Until this becomes true, the code will not progress. The second check is to see if the Queue
was full this current cycle. If it is, it can only receive a packet in the next cycle, as there is one
cycle delay. After receiving a packet, it is stored with an extra variable in setQueueTime, which is
used to determine that a packet cannot be sent out in the same cycle again. This is done because
in MaDL, a packet stays in the queue for at least the cycle in which it arrived. SendColor only
sends packets when the guard determines that the queue is not empty and there is something to
send. After a check on the queue time it sends out the first packet in the FIFO queue and removes
this element from the queue. The delay makes sure the function can only send 1 packet each cycle.
The handshake for each sending and receiving is the same as for the source and sink primitives
respectively.

4.2.8 Guardqueue
The guardqueue is a new primitive added in [17] to be able to model ring based networks. It can
be described as a combination of the queue and merge primitives. Its purpose is to model the
constraint that a packet can only be injected in a ring if the guardqueue is empty. Figure 4.2
illustrates a guardqueue. The idea is that the merge is only allowed to select input Ig when the
queue is empty. If the queue is full, it can only select Ib as input. The handshake semantics for
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the guardqueue are as follows:

Ib.trdy = !Full(gq) ∧ sel == 0 ( = gq.trdy ∧ = sel == 0) (4.6)

Ig.trdy = o.trdy ∧ Emtpy(gq) ∧ sel == 1 (4.7)

o.irdy = (!Empty(gq) ∧ sel == 0) ∨ (Empty(gq) ∧ Ig.irdy ∧ sel == 1) (4.8)

o.data = if sel == 0 then gq.head else Ig.data (4.9)

Channel Ib is trdy when the internal queue is not full and the arbiter has selected 0. Channel Ig
is trdy when the internal queue is empty, the output is trdy and the arbiter has selected 1. The
output irdy is irdy when the arbiter selects Ib and the queue is not empty or when the arbiter
selects Ig and the injection channel Ig is irdy.

Figure 4.2: MaDL guardqueue primitive, extracted from [17]

The main thing of the guardqueue that makes it hard to translate is the state change that can
happen in the component. This means that the primitive itself must be able to remember if it
already sent something on Ib(e.g. trdy) and be able to accept multiple inputs in the other state.
Sending from the queue can only be done when the queue is not empty, thus making that the same
as a normal queue. The reduced POOSL code for receiving inputs can be seen in the following
listing.

Receive ( ) ( ) | p , q , r : Packet , c : Color |
i f ColorQueue isNotEmpty then

i f ! WasFull then
abort par I 1 i r dy ?Message (p) and

TrdySending := true ;
s e l O1trdy ! Message (q ) ; TrdySend := true or
[ TimeCheck ] TrdySending := f a l s e l e s rap ; In1 ?Message ( c ) ;

TrdySend := f a l s e ;
c setQueueTime ( currentTime ) ;
ColorQueue a l l o c a t e ;
ColorQueue s t o r e ( c )

with ( [ ! QueueState & ! TrdySending ]
i f TimeCheck then delay ( 0 . 5 ) e l s e de lay (1 ) f i ) f i

e l s e
s e l par

I t rdy ?Message (p ) ;
O2trdy ! Message (p)
and
I2 i rdy ?Message (q ) ;
Oirdy ! Message (q )
rap ;
In2 ?Message ( c ) ;
Out ! Message ( c )

or par I 1 i r dy ?Message (p) and
i f TrdySend != true then O1trdy ! Message (q ) f i rap ;
In1 ?Message ( c ) ;
TrdySend := f a l s e ;
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c setQueueTime ( currentTime ) ;
ColorQueue a l l o c a t e ;
ColorQueue s t o r e ( c )

l e s ;
de lay (1 )
f i ;

Rece ive ( ) ( )
WasFullChecker ( ) ( )

de lay ( 0 . 5 ) ;
TimeCheck := true ;
WasFull := ColorQueue check not ;
de lay ( 0 . 5 ) ;
TimeCheck := f a l s e ;
WasFullChecker ( ) ( )
Listing 4.8: Receive POOSL code for GuardQueue

The first statement checks in what state the queue currently is. If the queue was not empty, it
then checks if queue was not full at the start of the current cycle. Then it knows if it can receive
a message. If that is the case, the primitive starts waiting for an irdy while sending out a trdy. If
it does not receive an irdy in the current cycle, it cuts off using a TimeCheck to be able to switch
states. When this cutoff happens, it remembers if it has outputted an trdy signal. This timecheck
happens in halve cycles to make sure that the network itself wont change anymore and thus we
know that no packets will be received anymore during the current cycle.

When the new cycle starts, it again determines the current state before being able to receive
packets. If the queue is empty, it non-deterministically chooses between receiving a packet for the
queue or passing on Ig directly. In this state it also remembers if a Trdy has already been sent
using TrdySend != true. A disadvantage of this method is the use of half cycles, which will make
simulating slower.

These are some of the more interesting primitives in MaDL translated to POOSL. The other
primitives used in this thesis are explained in Appendix A.

4.3 Examples with POOSL primitives
In this section we discuss example network translations from MaDL to POOSL. We try to show
correct behavior of the primitives and thus that a relevant translation has been made. We do this
by creating debug traces of some example networks and looking at their behavior.

4.3.1 Source-Queue-Sink
The Source Queue Sink network is a standard MaDL network. Figure 4.3 shows this network. To
declare such an network, we first declare all instantiations of the primitives before declaring the
channels connecting these instantiations. An example of a translated network can be seen in the
next listing.

system
in s t an c e s

Source1 : source ( SourceID := "Source 1" , ColorType := " req " ,
SourceType := n i l , Delay := 1 , Ratio := 0 . 2 , Burst := 2 . 0 )
Queue1 : queue ( QueueSize := 2)
Sink1 : s ink ( SinkID := "Sink 1" , SinkType := n i l , Delay := 3 ,

Ratio := n i l , Block := n i l , Pr int := true )
channe l s

{ Source1 . Out , Queue1 . In }
{Source1 . Irdy , Queue1 . I i r d y }
{Source1 . Trdy , Queue1 . Otrdy}

{Queue1 . Out , Sink1 . In }
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{Queue1 . Oirdy , Sink1 . Irdy }
{Queue1 . Itrdy , Sink1 . Trdy}

Listing 4.9: Source Queue Sink network in POOSL

Figure 4.3: Source Queue Sink MaDL network

In this case, instance Source1 is a source primitive with SourceID "Source 1". It sends out
packets with data string "req". The SourceType here is nil, which is the choice how the source
primitive injects its packet. Nil means standard injection scheme, which is discussed in more detail
in next chapter. Queue1 is an instance of the primitive queue with a size of 2. A channel connec-
tion in POOSL always exists of the out port of an instance connected to the in port of another
instance. Outside of the main data channel the Irdy and Trdy ports of the components also need
to be connected.

To show that this network emulates the MaDL network correctly, Figure 4.4 shows a debugging of
this specific network. The sink has an delay of 3, which means that it can accept a packet 3 cycles
after the previous packet. To keep the image clear, the irdy and trdy signals have been taken out.

Figure 4.4: Source Queue Sink Debug trace

The three processes are shown at the top from left to right and are the Source1, Queue1 and
Sink1 respectively. On the left side the cycles are shown, which increase when going down the flow
graph. The arrows represent the Colors being sent over the channels to the next primitive. The
source in our code tries to inject a Color into the network each cycle, because the Delay variable is
specified as 1. The first injection happens in cycle 0, were the Color is sent to the Queue1. Notice
that this data packet is not directly sent to the next primitive, showing that it stays for at least 1
cycle in the queue, just like in MaDL. In cycle 1, another Color is injected and received by Queue1,
while the first packet is sent to Sink1. The order here does not matter, they both happen in the
same cycle. Now the delay of Sink1 comes into play, as it will not receive a packet until cycle 4,
because now Sink1 is delayed for 3 cycles(the current one plus the two subsequent cycles). Cycle 2
shows another injection of the source. Because Sink1 now idles, it will not send any packets to the
sink. There is no cycle 3 in the example because Queue1 is full at the moment and thus Source1
cannot inject another packet. When cycle 4 arrives, Sink1 accepts its next packet and thus the
Source can continue injecting again. This debugging shows that the primitives behave like the
primitives in MaDL do. As the Queue cannot accept any packets in the case that it was full this
cycle, the new packet is received in cycle 5 instead of in cycle 4.

The log of the Sink1 confirms the behavior observed in the debug trace. Here it can be seen
that the packet with PacketID 1 came from "Source 1". This combination will always create a
unique identifier for each packet, because there will be only PacketID 1 from Source1. The logging
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also prints the cycle the packet was injected and consumed and what the difference in cycles is.
The log can be used to analyze the performance of the network.

PacketID Source Latency I n j e c t Consumed
1 "Source 1" 1 .0 0 .0 1 . 0
2 "Source 1" 3 .0 1 .0 4 . 0

Listing 4.10: Sink1 Log of Source Queue Sink network

To show how the irdy and trdy influence this network, Figure 4.5 shows the sames source queue
sink network with irdy and trdy signals, but now the source has a delay of 1 and the sink has a
delay of 1.

Figure 4.5: Source Queue Sink Debug with irdy/trdy signals

Here it can be seen that before a data Color is being sent, the simulation first checks for the irdy
and trdy signals. In cycle 0 both the Source and the Queue let know they are available by sending
a Packet to each other. The Packet sent from Queue1 to Source1 is nil because it needs no internal
data for propagation, but it is still a Packet. Then, when the handshake between the primitives is
fulfilled, Source1 sends over the data Color to Queue1. In cycle 1 this process is repeated between
source and queue, but in the same cycle the queue also sends over the packet from the Queue to
the Sink. Again, after verification the data Color is being sent to the next primitive. To keep the
images clear, these irdy trdy signals have been edited out of the next examples to keep the images
readable.

4.3.2 Function and Switch Example
In this section we show the translation of a slightly more elaborate example using more primitives.
In this network a function and switch primitive are added to also the show correct behavior of
these primitives. The network in question is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Function and Switch MaDL example

In this example the function changes a prerequisite "red" to "blue" and the switch routes data
packets that are "blue" to the top while the rest will be routed to the bottom. The following listing
shows the POOSL model of the given network.
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system
in s t an c e s

Source1 : source ( SourceID := "Source 1" , ColorType := " red " ,
SourceType := "NC" , Delay := 1 , Ratio := 0 . 2 , Burst := 2 . 0 )
Function1 : func t i on ( P r e r e qu i s i t e := " red " , Result := " blue ")
Queue1 : queue ( QueueSize := 2)
Switch1 : Madl_switch ( Tr igger := " blue ")
Sink1 : eager_sink ( )
Sink2 : eager_sink ( )

channe l s
{ Source1 . Out , Function1 . In}
{Function1 . Out , Queue1 . In}
{Queue1 . Out , Switch1 . In}
{Switch1 . Out1 , Sink1 . In}
{Switch1 . Out2 , Sink2 . In}

Listing 4.11: Reduced POOSL model of Function Switch network

The instance of the function here defines that if the incoming Color is "red" then it will be
changed into "blue". The switch instance has a Trigger that is defined to "blue" which means that
if the incoming Color has "blue" as data it switched to Out1, else it is sent to Out2. To show the
difference as to how these work, Figure 4.7 shows two debug flows.

Figure 4.7: debug trace Switch Function network

The first trace has a source that injects colorType := "red" packets while the second debug
trace has a source that injects colorType := "green" packets. In the first trace it can be seen
that in cycle 0, the packet goes from the source to the function and is being passed on to the
queue in the same cycle, which is expected behavior. As mentioned before, all primitives do their
functionality and the passing on of the Color in the same cycle, with exception of the Queue. In
the second cycle, the Color encounters the switch. At first, the data of the Color was "red", but
the Color is switched to Sink1. This means that the data of the Color is "blue", which means that
the function primitive did its job by changing the data of the Color. The second trace shows the
other case, in which the function does nothing and thus the "green" Color is switched to Sink2,
showing the other possible behavior of this network.
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4.3.3 Fork and Join example
The last example we present is a Fork/Join MaDL network. The network can be seen in Figure
4.8. Using the debug trace, the desired behavior of the primitives can be shown again. The debug
trace is shown in Figure 4.9. When the Color reaches the fork, two separate Color messages are
being sent after each other in the same cycle, showing that the fork does indeed sent out two
Colors. Checking the contents of Queue1 and Queue2 at the end of cycle 0 reveals the Color sent
by Source1 in both queues, confirming the split. In the second cycle, both Queue1 and Queue2
sent out a Color. The join primitive does not transfer a Color until it received an input on both
its inputs, showing that to continue it does need both inputs.

Figure 4.8: Fork join network

Figure 4.9: Trace Fork Join network

These traces confirm that the primitives function according to their specification in MaDL.
Larger examples are discussed in the next chapter.

4.3.4 Automatic conversion from MaDL to POOSL
To make it easier to create example networks we made a tool to automatically translate MaDL
files to .poosl files. MaDL files consist of 2 lists. The first list encompasses the components
and specifications of said components while the second list is a collection of all the channels in
MaDL network. Channel data is saved as a tuple with the starting component, channel name
and ending component. This can be translated 1 on 1 to the POOSL model by creating a set of
connections between ports of components. Using the specified component names, it can also be
extracted to which input/output the specific channel is connected(e.g. output 1 or 2). A channel
connection between the first output of a switch and a queue would then be translated to the
following connection in POOSL:

Listing 4.12: Example of a channel translation from MaDL to POOSL
Tuple :
( Switch1 , ChannelID1 , Queue1 )
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Trans lated Channel :
{Switch1 . Out1 , Queue1 . In}
{Switch1 . O1irdy , Queue1 . I i r d y }
{Switch1 . I1trdy , Queue1 . Otrdy}

As all these are always set in the same pattern, translating is just a matter of looping through all
possible channels of the network. The same can be done with the components. For components the
name of the component can be extracted with addition of the type, generating the list of instances
for the model. The only thing that is not automated at the present moment is the function f of
the function and switch primitive. A possible solution for this in future work could be to use a
standard lookup table when extracting this function if a fully automated conversion was to be
made.
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Chapter 5

Latency analysis with POOSL
models

In this chapter we show how the latency of networks is determined using the POOSL translation
explained in a previous chapter. We will first discuss the different injection schemes that can be
used in the POOSL setup and what kind of influence these have. After that, we will show some
example networks, analyze these networks and compare them to the ones that were used in [24].

5.1 Injection Schemes
For the sources and sinks in this model, three different schemes can be used with respect to the
injection and consumption of data packets. These three are Delay based, Ratio based and with
the usage of arrival and service curves. We will discuss each of them before showing their behavior
using debug traces.

5.1.1 Delay Based Scheme
The first scheme is a basic delay based scheme. A source or sink tries to inject or consume a data
packet at the start of this scheme. After an injection, it waits for a given amount of cycles before
it tries to inject again.

5.1.2 Ratio based Scheme
When using a ratio based scheme, a primitive has a given variable ratio that has a value between
0 and 1. Depending on this variable and using a random number generator that is part of POOSL
a source or sink will try to start injecting or consuming.

Algorithm 1 Ratio based scheme
1: procedure Injection/Consume
2: g = Ratio
3: k = Random number between 0 and 1
4: if k < g then
5: Inject/Consume a Color
6: Delay for current Cycle
7: Repeat Procedure

If the random number generated using POOSL’s internal generator is smaller than the given
value ratio, it will start trying to inject. If not, it will wait for the end of the current cycle before
trying again to inject. As soon as it can inject, it reaches a state were it will eventually inject. This
is according to MaDL specifications, which state that when a primitive indicates it is ready and
can inject using the internal irdy and trdy signals, it will stay in this state until it has injected.
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5.1.3 Arrival and Service Curves
The last scheme is based on the usage of arrival and service curves. The injections and consump-
tions of the sources and sinks are based on the arrival and service curves respectively. This method
is partly based on the work of [24].

We will first take a look at the way the linear arrival curve is implemented. We define the arrival
curve of packets in the source as α(t) = rt + b. In this formula, b is the initial burst in a non-
negative integer, t the time in cycles and r the injection rate. In this formula, b will stay constant
giving an initial burst of data packets that are at the source at t = 0. After that, the amount
of packets that arrive increase by given rate r times the amount of cycles that have passed. The
cumulative amount of packets injected Rt in a given cycle t is equal to the floor of α(t). Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Arrival curve injection
1: c = 0
2: procedure Injection
3: t = CurrentCycle
4: k = ratio * t + burst
5: if c < k then
6: Try to Inject
7: c = c + 1
8: Delay until end current Cycle
9: Repeat Procedure Injection

Here c is the cumulative amount of packets that has been injected, t the current cycle the simu-
lation is in and k the value of the arrival curve at cycle t. A difference between our implementation
and the one in [24] is that the rate r in our case cannot be higher than 1 as that is the maximum
injection rate of a POOSL source. Depending on the injection rate of the source in [24], this rate
could be higher as it can inject multiple packets at once. That is also the reason why c increases
with a fixed value in the algorithm.

For the linear service curve, we use the following formula:

β(t) =

{
0 if t ≤ d
r(t− d) if t > d

(5.1)

As the sink can only consume one packet per cycle, the sink can consume a packet if the floor
of the r(t-d) is higher than the total amount of packets consumed by the sink. The implementation
used in POOSL can be seen in the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Service curve consumption
1: procedure Consumption
2: if Block < CurrentCycle then
3: k = (CurrentCycle-Block)*Ratio
4: if c+ 1 ≤ k then
5: Try to Consume
6: c = c + 1
7: Delay until end current Cycle
8: Repeat Procedure Consumption

Here Block is a given variable which indicates the delay before a packet can be consumed by
the sink. After t has reached the block value, it can start to consume packets depending on the
value k. k is the maximum amount of packets that can be consumed in the current cycle. If the
cumulative amount of packets c is smaller than or equal to k, then the sink can consume a packet.
Again because the MaDL model can only consume one packet at most, c is being increased by a
fixed constant 1 after each successful consumption.
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An example of this function could be that d (Block in the code) is equal to 4 and r is equal
to 0.5. This means that until cycle 4, the sink will not consume any packets. When t becomes
greater than d, the difference between t and d times rate r will give the total amount of consump-
tions possible. It can only consume a packet if the floor value of the total amount of possible
consumptions is higher than the current total amount of consumptions. Using the previous exam-
ple, in cycle 5 the cumulative amount is 0.5, which means no consumption can be done. In cycle
6, that amount will be 1 and thus one consumption is possible.

In this way, one can use linear arrival and service curves to generate traffic for a model. [24]
however introduces a random element to try to adhere to this curve. For example, if a source can
inject, it randomly chooses if it wants to inject or not. Another difference is that the amount of
injections in [24] can be higher than 1, which means that the amount of injections can vary between
0 and the difference between the cumulative amount of packets that arrived and the cumulative
amount that has been injected. The same is the case for the service curve, in which an amount of
consumptions is randomly chosen between the amount of packets that can currently be consumed
a minimum amount determined by min-plus convolution.

We can imitate this method by slightly changing the algorithms. For the arrival and service
curve, we can add a randomization before trying to inject the packet. We do not have to keep
track of the possible amount of Colors that can be injected or consumed, as these values are always
0 or 1. Algorithms 4 and 5 show the arrival and service curves in which it tries to adhere to the
given curves. The r < 0.5 here indicates the choice between 0 and 1. This value can stay fixed as
there will only be two options in our case and this gives a 50% of choosing one or the other.

Algorithm 4 Arrival curve injection
1: c = 0
2: r = RandomValue between 0 and 1
3: procedure Injection
4: t = CurrentCycle
5: k = ratio * t + burst
6: if c < k then
7: if r < 0.5 then
8: Inject a Packet
9: c = c + 1

10: Delay until end current Cycle
11: Repeat Procedure Injection

Algorithm 5 Service curve consumption
1: c = 0
2: MaxBound = 0
3: procedure Consumption
4: if Block < CurrentCycle then
5: k = (CurrentCycle-Block)*Ratio
6: r = RandomValue between 0 and 1
7: if c+ 1 ≤ k then
8: if MaxBound ≥ 3 then
9: r = 0.0

10: if r < 0.5 then
11: Consume a packet
12: c = c+1
13: MaxBound = 0
14: else
15: MaxBound = MaxBound+1
16: Delay until end current Cycle
17: Repeat Procedure Consumption

With respect to the service curve used in [24], we cannot duplicate this correctly as the min plus
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convolution uses the arriving traffic, which is not available in our implementation of the sink. To
make sure that the sink does not consume indefinitely, we add a bound to the maximum number of
denies a sink can make. If this value has been reached, it has to consume next cycle. In the given
algorithm, this bound has value is chosen to be 3, which means the sink can deny consumption at
most 3 times. This bound is variable, meaning that the user can set it to how much they want the
bound to be.

5.2 Injection schemes in debug traces
In this section we show how the injection schemes behave in POOSL. Using the example network
shown in Figure 4.3, the injection schemes for analysis can be shown using the debug traces. The
delay injection scheme can be seen in a previous chapter, specifically Figure 4.4. Here the source
injects every cycle if possible. It also shows a delayed consumption scheme, by only allowing the
sink a ceiling of 1 Color consumption each 3 cycles.

5.2.1 Ratio based injection Trace
For this test, a "Ratio" of 0.2 is used, which translates to 20 percent chance of injecting a packet.
As this is randomized, The injection schemes will only show possibilities of what can happen, but
overall it should seem that there is a reduced amount of injections overall. The randomization can
be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Ratio injection in Source Queue Sink

In this case, the outgoing signals of the queue have been left out for visibility. Two different
runs gave different injections, while keeping the amount of injections fairly low. This injection
scheme can be used to see how the network could cope with a random traffic environment and how
it would react.

5.2.2 Linear Arrival curve injection Trace
The other injection scheme that can be used is "NC". In this example in the declaration of the
source an arrival curve for this specific source will be specified using the "Ratio" and "Burst"
variables of this specific source. Burst indicates the amount of packets that are already waiting
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while ratio indicates how many packets arrive each cycle. For example, in Figure 5.2 a ratio of 0.2
packets and an initial burst of 2 packets is used.

Figure 5.2: Linear arrival curve injection in Source Queue Sink

The initial burst can be seen by the injections of Color in cycle 0 and 1. After the initial burst,
a Color will arrive each 5 cycles, as 5 times 0.2 is equal to 1 and thus signifying the arrival of a
new packet at the source to be injected. This can be seen in Figure 5.2 by the injection of a packet
by the source in cycles 5 and 10. This can also be specified per source.

We can expand this to the arrival curve that tries to meet the given curve. Figure 5.3 shows
a possible result using the same Color injection rate of 0.2 as in the previous example. It can be
seen that right away, it has to catch up on the initial burst starting from cycle 3. This means that
in the first two cycles it did not inject while there was traffic available. It injects again at cycle 5
and 10, just like in the previous example. It could inject again at cycle 15, but it did not pass the
random check in the algorithm. The packet is injected one cycle later.

Figure 5.3: Linear arrival curve injection in Source Queue Sink

5.3 Latency determination of Case studies
In this section we determine the latency of a set of case studies. This set consists of a Source Queue
Queue Sink MaDL network, a two agents network, a spidergon architecture and a TornadoNoc
architecture. We will also compare models to [24] in this section.

5.3.1 Source Queue Queue Sink Analysis
The first network used in [24] is a xMAS network consisting of a source, 2 queues and a sink
primitive in one network. This network can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Source Queue Queue Sink network in MaDL

The setup used in [24] has a Queue1 of size 5 and Queue2 of size 10. For source and sink it
uses a Network calculus implementation with the following curves:

• Arrival curve α: r = 0.3, burst = 5

• Service curve β: r = 0.4, delay = 4

These values were chosen to make sure that the service curve eventually overtakes the arrival curve.
This is done by giving the service curve a slightly higher rate r. The results of [24] can be seen in
Figure 5.7.

We replicate the setup using two different implementations. First we use the curves that follow
their given lines, while the second setup uses the curve setup with randomization included. The
results can be seen in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6

Figure 5.5: Linear curve analysis using the POOSL model on a Source Queue Queue Sink network
(first 80 cycles)

The first image shows an linear approach using the same ratio and burst as in [24]. It can be
seen that it adheres to the given linear function after an initial burst of packets for the arrival curve
and it meets the service curve without lagging behind, as the queues are big enough to accept all
packets. Interestingly, our delay here is slightly larger than in [24]. We find a maximum delay of
16 cycles in the long run, while [24] has a maximum of 14 cycles. This can be explained by the
difference in injection rates of sinks, as we can only accept one Color at most each cycle while [24]
can accept multiple.
Figure 5.6 shows that it tries to keep track of the given curves, but cannot always catch up to it.
It looks a lot more like the flows shown in Figure 5.7. The maximum delay is 20 cycles for the
shown part of the graph, which is a lot more than [24]. This can be explained by a waiting time
in the second queue, as it can wait for 3 cycles for every Color that is in front of it in the queue,
drastically increasing the possible delay.

5.3.2 Two Agents network
The next example is the Two agents network. This network can be seen in Figure 5.8. This network
consists of two agents (P and Q) which send request and responses to each other. Sources inject
request messages into the network. These are transferred via the fabric to the other agent. The
switch element looks if a packet is a request or a response and sends it back to the agent it came
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Figure 5.6: Linear curve analysis with randomization using the POOSL model on a Source Queue
Queue Sink network (first 80 cycles)

Figure 5.7: In- and ouput flows and the respective curves they try to reach in a source queue
queue sink network, extracted from [24]

from or the local sink respectively. When sending it back, the function primitive changes the data
from request to response.

There are two elements in the two agents model that must be explained. First there is a queue with
two dots in it. This is the representation of a small MaDL network that functions as a credit counter
with size k. The other element is a ≈ symbol on the line, which represents a non-deterministic de-
lay. The credit counters bind the amount of packets that can be transferred to k packets at a time.
The setup we replicate from [24] is one in which we maximize the non-deterministic delay without
deadlocking the network. According to [24], we can theoretically deadlock the network by making
the size of k equal to k+2 packets. This causes the the amount of credits to become over sized.
This means that sufficiently many packets can be injected to fill the cycle between queues. To
demonstrate this example, the size of k is chosen to be 4, the sources inject a maximum amount of
packets every 10 cycles and the non-deterministic delay is 10 cycles. If we try to run this example in
our POOSL implementation, we get the case that no packets can be delivered showing the deadlock.

Theoretically, the maximum delay that can be created in this network is 23 cycles. To do this, the
situation is the same as before but now with a non-deterministic delay of 9 cycles. These 23 cycles
consist of two times 9 cycles waiting before the non-deterministic delay plus the transfers between
queues. Running this theoretical setup using our POOSL model and using linear arrival curves
gives indeed this 23 cycle delay. The arrival curve in this case was defined to be α = 0.1*t+2,
which causes an initial 2 packets of input and another injection every 10 cycles. In this setup, all
sinks are eager.

The actual test ran in [24] is slightly different with respect to injections. The specific setup is
not mentioned, but says that the traffic pattern for the sources they used was irregular, which we
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Figure 5.8: A two agents network implemented in MaDL, extracted from [9]

presume was based on ratios. The paper ran this 8 times and got this 23 seconds delay every time.
We replicate the same setup in a POOSL model as by giving the sources an injection rate of 0.5
while keeping the sinks eager. The results of a single 1-hour run can be seen in the following table:

Table 5.1: Two Agents, Source ratio 0.5 and eager Sink

Sink Amount of packets received Maximum Delay(Cycles)
1 2123174 23
2 2123179 23

This is the result of an one hour long run, but during 3 one hour long runs, it always gave the
same result with respect to latency, which is 23 cycles. This is the same result as in [24]. This
shows that our setup also gives a valid simulation result. If we run the exact same setup using
the tool of [24] for a hour, we reach around the same amount of packets calculated and the same
maximum latency of 23 cycles.

We use this setup also to test how the ratio setup can influence the maximum delay. Chang-
ing the eager sink to a ratio based one with a ratio of 0.5 could give an increase to the delay,
depending on the amount of time the sink blocks. In essence it is infinite using this setup, but
during a hour long simulation we got the result shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Two Agents, Source and Sink ratio 0.5

Sink Amount of packets received Maximum Delay(Cycles)
1 2430201 30
2 2430199 32

5.3.3 Spidergon
A Spidergon architecture is a network existing from a set of nodes that are situated in a ring and
connected to each node next to it in a ring and opposite of it. Figure 5.9 shows an example. In
this image, every line represents a connection in both directions between each node.

Used spidergon setups

The first setup is a source routed spidergon. In this setup, each packet gets a random target
noce. This target source is specified using an array of three integers. The first integer designates
if the packet needs to move across. The second integer indicates if the packet needs to move in
clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The last integer indicates how many times it needs to
move clockwise or counterclockwise. This source routed spidergon is designated as across first,
meaning that if the packet needs to go across, it will always do this first. Using a set of switch and
function primitives the MaDL network is able to route these packets according to the data given
in an array. In this method, a packet moves at most two steps between nodes because the shortest
route is used using this setup.

Figure 5.9: A Simplified example of an 8 node spidergon

A node in this network consists of a source and sink primitive for injection and consumption.
Routing happens according to a set of switches and functions to determine where each packet needs
to be sent while also changing the data if needed (e.g. if a packet needs to move one step further
clockwise, it will be routed to that output while a function primitive lowers this specific value in
the array by one.)

In the second setup, a cache coherency protocol is added. the protocol uses node 7 as the di-
rectory node. All other nodes are simple cache nodes. Figure 5.10 illustrates this example. A
cache node consists of the same routing elements as the other setup, but now a state machine has
been added between the source and sink primitives and the routing part of the node. Outside of
a target address, the Colors now also have a message type, which can be GetX, DataX, PutX or
WBack. A cache starts in state I in which it sends a GetX message to the directory node. After
that, it moves to the I_M state in which it waits for a response to this message. The directory
node responds with a DataX message. The cache receives this message and moves to state M,
in which it sends a PutX message back to the directory node and continues to state M_I. Here
it waits until it receives a WBack message and returns to state I before it starts this same cycle
again. The directory node only has 2 states, which are I and M. In the first state it accepts a GetX
message and responds with a DataX message. In M it waits for the PutX message and responds
with a Wback before returning to initial state I. To be able to accommodate this stream of data to
the directory node, it has a waiting queue for GetX messages before the input of the directory node
of size 6, one for each cache node. This virtual channel is added to make sure that no deadlock is
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Figure 5.10: Spidergon setup used in [24]

created in the spidergon network. PutX messages are directly send to the directory node instead
of passing through the waiting queue.

Latency results of the spidergon models

Two tests have been done using the source routed setup. In both tests the sources and sinks of the
network are eager. The first test sends packets from each node to a random node in the network
(including itself). In the second test, all nodes send packets to node 7 which itself does not inject
any packets. Each test has been run for an hour. The results of these tests can be seen in the
tables below.

Table 5.3: Source routed spidergon, random target

Node Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
0 1964947 26
1 1964125 23
2 1963008 22
3 1965257 22
4 1963916 23
5 1965045 23
6 1964848 24
7 1963540 20

Table 5.4: Source routed spidergon, fixed target. Fixed target setup needs correction

Node Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
0 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
6 0 0
7 8381934 49
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We can see in the tables what kind of influence the routing has on latency. One can see that by
sending the all the packets to one node, the total amount of packets that is sent is reduced because
of the increase in latency.

For the MI protocol spidergon, multiple runs have been done with a variable amount of delay
with accepting data at the sink of the sending node (nodes 0 to 6). The setup used by [24] makes
sure that a packet is consumed after a maximum amount of 6 cycles of delay. Sources are set to a
ratio of 0.25. In this way, the model injects on average a packet every four cycles. This setup has
been replicated in POOSL, with the difference being using a fixed value for the sink delay, as we
do not have the exact implementation of the sink available, only a description. The results can be
seen in the following tables:

Table 5.5: Delay cache sink 0 cycles, MI protocol Spidergon

Node Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
0 637602 55
1 626911 54
2 626176 55
3 636748 55
4 626668 55
5 626345 55
6 636931 55

Table 5.6: Delay cache sink 5 cycles, MI protocol Spidergon

Node Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
0 385417 89
1 383969 88
2 233887 88
3 385262 89
4 383932 88
5 383923 87
6 385336 89

Table 5.7: Delay sink 6 cycles,MI protocol Spidergon

Node Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
0 279110 96
1 278342 94
2 278279 94
3 279048 96
4 278288 94
5 278288 94
6 279083 96

For reference, the setup from [24] has a maximum latency of 91 cycles.

The differences in results at delay 6 with respect to the setup in [24] can be explained by two
things. The first is that the delay used in [24] is either 5 or 6, meaning there is a variation possi-
bility, although it has been run for a long time. The second thing is that sources and sink differ
in working in the two implementations, as in [24] sources and sink can accept multiple packets
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at once, which is not possible in POOSL. This could create some extra cycles in the POOSL im-
plementation. The results are fairly close to what is wanted giving a good indication of how the
network could perform.

A general observation is that most of the times the nodes 0,3 and 6 have sent more packets and
have a larger delay. This can be caused by their position in the network, as they are the closest to
node 7 with respect to the amount of steps they have to take.

5.3.4 Tornado Network on Chip
The final example is the TornadoNoC which has been translated to MaDL in [17]. The TornadoNoC
[15] is a network architecture proposed by the Georgia Institute of Technology, the University of
Cyprus and the Daegu University of South Korea. Using Rings, different components of a network
communicate with each other. An exact description of how this translation is done to MaDL can
be found in chapter 4 of [17]. Each ring has ring stops, which decide if a packet should continue on
the current ring, go to a different ring or is at its destination. An important thing is that a packet
in a TornadoNoC can spill. This means that if a buffer in a ring stop is full, traffic does not get
blocked but is spilled over to the ring buffer. The spilled traffic travels a full lap around the ring,
eventually reaching the same router. Here it will be ejected out of the current ring depending on
how many times a packet may spill.

Figure 5.11: An image of a 2 by 2 Tornado network with it’s rings. Extracted from [17]

This network uses some components that are only used in MaDL. These are the GuardQueue
primitive, a 2 output load balancer primitive and the cut and vars primitives. A description of
how these are translated can be found in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. With respect to the data
packets used, it uses the same set of array primitives as used for the spidergon example.

The TornadoNoC has some switches with unique expressions for some of its switches and
functions to route the data through the rings. The TornadoNoc uses a 2 integer array to indicate
its target node. The first integer represents the amount of spills a packet made, while the second
indicates the destination of the packet. Using this array, it determines if it may spill and where a
Color should leave the ring.

There are no real simulations done using this setup with respect to MaDL and the paper which
presents TornadoNoC [15] only has non specific setups that are used with a specific traffic pattern
using bigger examples. An interesting simulation would be to see how the MaDL network would
react to all packets being sent to the same node. We use the setup shown in Figure 5.11, in which
we indicate the top left node as node 0, top right as node 1, bottom left as node 2 and bottom
right as node 3. In this test, the destination node to which the data packets are sent is 3. Sending
packets to itself is left out, as this sink is directly after a switch which follows injection, thus the
delay of sending to itself is 0. In this model of the Tornado, each node has multiple sinks. There is
one for each ring and one directly connected to the source. The results of the 3 sinks can be seen
in the table below.
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Table 5.8: Tornado delay, eager sinks, Target node 3

Sink ID Amount of packets received Maximum Delay (Cycles)
CID 23 3605917 4
CID 25 3607146 20
CID 81 - 0

As it can be seen from the table, the directly connected sink is CID 81, which has a maximum
cycle delay of 0. The amount of packets is not really relevant here as it will always be 0. The other
two differ quite a lot with respect to the delay with the packets. This difference can be explained
using Figure 5.11. Because the switches in the MaDL network switch on static numbers and as
the target is always node 3, they will switch the packets always into the same direction. This
means that packets from node 2 will always go through the bottom green ring to node 3. The same
applies for node 1, which will use the right vertical blue ring to reach node 3. Node 0 however has
in essence 2 paths to take. First a horizontal ring and then a vertical one or the other way around.
Because of the way the model switches, it will always take only one of the two routes. In this case
it will first take the green ring to the top right node followed by the blue vertical ring to node 3.
This causes the delay for one of the two sink nodes to increase drastically, as this sink receives the
packets of node 0 while the other one does not. This can also be seen in the log of the both sinks,
which are shown below. The first column is node ID, followed by source, total delay, cycle injected
and cycle consumed.

Listing 5.1: small part of the Log file of CID 23
1 "CID156" 4 0 3
2 "CID156" 4 2 5
3 "CID156" 4 4 7
4 "CID156" 4 6 9
5 "CID156" 4 8 11
6 "CID156" 4 10 13

Listing 5.2: small part of the Log file of CID 25
1 "CID234" 3 0 2
2 "CID234" 3 2 4
1 "CID312" 7 0 6
3 "CID234" 3 6 8
2 "CID312" 9 2 10
4 "CID234" 3 10 12

Here one can see the fixed nature of the setup while routing the packets. The three ID’s seen
in the listings are the other three sources and two arrive at the same node, indicating they use the
same ring to arrive at the destination node. Because they both use the same ring, the shorter route
from CID234 blocks the longer one from CID312, increasing the maximum delay of packets arriving
on node 3 and thus creating the maximum latency of 20 cycles in this setup of the TornadoNoC.
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Chapter 6

MaDL to DataFlow

6.1 Transforming MaDL Primitives to dataflow
In this section we argue as to how the MaDL primitives are translated to dataflow graphs. For this
we are mainly interested in one main flow, as modeling the whole network would create a lot more
complexity and make it harder to analyze the interesting parts. The main idea of using dataflow
graphs is to be able to get a quick indication of what the latency could be without waiting for a
long time, so in that sense expanding the model would hinder this. Another reason is that dataflow
models scale exponentially with respect to computation time when models get more complex, so
one would want to keep the model simple. A program called ModelTech is used to make the
diagrams of the networks.

6.1.1 Queue
The queue is the only primitive that does not do its functionality in a single cycle. Another tricky
part is that it is bounded in its size. When looking at the elements given in DFG we see that an
edge is also a FIFO queue, but then with infinite bounds. To model the MaDL queue in a dataflow,
an edge needs to be bounded by another edge to reproduce the functionality of the queue. Figure
6.1 shows an example of a bounded buffer, which can be used to model a queue.

Figure 6.1: Bounded buffer in a Dataflow Graph

The bound on the queue is created by only allowing an x amount of tokens on the edge from
the second to the first actor depending on the size of the queue. To make sure that the queue only
takes on cycle, the left actor here has an execution time of 0 while the right actor has an execution
time of 1 cycle. This 1 cycle is here because a queue cannot fire a packet that has been received in
the same cycle. The edge from actor 1 to actor 2 represents the packets that are currently in the
queue. The second actor can only accept and fire 1 token/packet at the time, which is the same
restriction as in MaDL.

6.1.2 Source
The source primitive is the actor that "injects" the packets into the dataflow model. Depending
on what exactly is wanted, multiple methods can be used to represent this in a dataflow model.
Figure 6.2 shows two possible options. The left possibility is an actor that starts off the DFG
chain. In this way, there is a primitive injecting packets into the network/flow.

The right option adds the possibility of simulating the option of injection actions to the model
by controlling the rate of o1 of the source by the usage of scenarios. The rate here depends on the
scenario. For example, we have a Markov Chain as shown in Figure 6.3. In the Inject state, the
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Figure 6.2: Source primitive in a Dataflow Graph

rate of o1 of the source is 1. In Idle, the rate of o1 will be 0. In this way, the source will only inject
packets if it is not idle.

Figure 6.3: Markov chain example for Source Inject/Idle behavior

One could also use a fixed order using a cyclo-static actor with a rate on o1 of e.g. {0,1}. This
means it would inject a packet every odd cycle into the network.

6.1.3 Sink
The Sink can be done in the same way as how the source injects packets, but now as an input of
the actor instead of the output. The same options are available with respect to accepting tokens by
modifying the rate at which tokens are being accepted, e.g. using a fixed 1, a sequence or possible
scenarios. In this way, the idle/consumption behavior can be incorporated into the dataflow model.
For now, we will use an eager sink, meaning it will always accept a packet if possible. At most one
packet per cycle will be consumed.

Function

The Function primitive only changes the data of an packet without causing any delay, as the transfer
happens within the same cycle. It also has only one input and output, making interference from
another flow not possible. It can thus be left out of the flow.

6.1.4 Switch
The Switch primitive has no internal computation time and thus has no fixed delay. It can cause
extra delay when a packet goes to another output, but then that packet would not be part of the
flow we are interested in as it diverges from the path, e.g. a token that is used to synchronize.
This token does however block the switch for a cycle, delaying our token that does follow the main
flow. Thus we can use a standard data flow graph actor with a computation time of 0 to model a
non blocking switch and an actor with a higher computation time to model a fixed blocking delay
of the switch.

6.1.5 Merge
The merge primitive in MaDL is dependent on both of its inputs. As it passes the data on in
the same cycle, it in essence has no computation time for its actor and could thus be left out.
However, it could be the case that the merge blocks because another input would block the flow
we are interested in. In that case one could add a fixed delay to the actor depending on how long
the merge could block.
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Figure 6.4: Merge in standard Dataflow

We could also use a cyclo-static variant to represent the merge. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 6.5. Here the merge outputs a packet every odd cycle if there is one available.

Figure 6.5: Merge in Cyclo Static Dataflow

One could also use a Scenario based implementation in which the input rate of p1 is dependent
on the scenario. For example, the merge rate depends on the same markov chain as shown in
Figure 6.3, but now in the idle state the input rate of p1 is 0 and in the Inject state the input rate
of p1 is 1. In this way, some randomization with respect to the delay can be implemented.

6.1.6 Fork
A fork can be interpreted in two ways depending on how the network is to be modeled. The first
interpretation is one which is interested in the main flow of a network which would mean that the
fork is just a part of that route that does not have any influence on the latency. This is because
when a MaDL fork receives a packet, it will output this packet on both its outputs in the same
cycle. The only case in which the fork can cause delay is when the path that is not part of the
main flow blocks the transfer, causing the packet to wait in the last queue in the flow. It thus has
the same possibilities as the merge in that it can have no influence or can possibly block. We thus
can use the same setups shown in the merge section.

6.1.7 Join
The Join primitive needs two inputs to be able to output its data to the next primitive. In MaDL,
the most commonly used join accepts two data packets and outputs one, with the second input for
example adding a way to limit the amount of packets in the next part using tokens. With respect
to performance, the influence the join adds is being dependent on having two inputs. The Join
outputs its data in the same cycle it receives it, thus having not computation delay and thus no
actor delay. It can also block one of its inputs when there is only one incoming Color, causing
extra delay. It thus has two same possibilities as the merge.

6.2 Transforming small MaDL networks
In this subsection we will show some small example networks and how they are converted. All the
edges of the diagrams will be single rate if not specified otherwise.

6.2.1 Source-Queue-Sink
One of the simplest MaDL networks that is readily available is a Source-Queue-Sink network. In
Figure 6.6 the DFG is shown. The source primitive maps to the source actor. In this case, the
queue has a size of 2, meaning that the queue in dataflow needs to be bound to 2. This is done
using the edge from Q2 to the source. Lastly the sink is mapped to the sink actor.
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Figure 6.6: Source Queue Sink MaDL network and the matching SDFG

If one wants to model the Injection/Consumption of the source and sink, the model shown in
Figure 6.7 is used. The main difference here is that the source and sink are being controlled by two
detectors, which provide the scenario for the source and sink. The scenarios here are Idle/Inject
and Reject/Consume for source and sink respectively. In each scenario, it controls the rate at
which an actor accepts the tokens to be able to fire. E.g. if the source cannot inject a packet, The
input rate from the edge from Q2 to Source would be 0. This could also be done using Cyclo-static
actors which give the source an output rate of 0,1 to inject every other cycle.

Figure 6.7: FSM-SADF variant of the Source-Queue-Sink network

6.2.2 Merge MaDL network
The next example we show uses a MaDL merge network. Figure 6.8 shows this network in which
two sources produce packets and one sink accepts these packets. Which one is being accepted
depends on what action the merge takes. The merge chooses one of its inputs arbitrarily. For this
example the flow that is being analyzed is the one from source 2 to sink 1. In this flow, we have 2
queues plus a merge element, which would make the DFG shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.8: Basic Merge network in MaDL

The source and sink are represented in the same way as shown before. There are two queues
of size 2 which can be seen by the two bounded buffers in the network. The merge actor is shown
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Figure 6.9: Basic Merge network in DFG

in the middle. The second queue Q2 loops back over the merge because otherwise it would be
possible to have packets in between components, for example a packet that is not in Q5 and
not in in Q2 but somewhere in between, which is not possible in MaDL. To counter that, we
bound from sources to queues and from queues to other queues, making it not possible to have
more than in this case 2 packets in the queues. The merge can be modified to change its rates us-
ing cyclo-static/SADF setup or use a fixed delay to get an indication of how the flow would behave.

An aspect this setup does not take into account is the possibility of queue spots or tokens be-
ing occupied by Q2. These are packets that come from source 1 and are sent to the same goal. A
way to create this "occupation" of Q2 is to use a setup as shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: Expanded Merge network analysis in DFG

This diagram in essence contains two parts. The top part is the route from source 1 to the
sink, while the bottom part is the route from source 2 to the sink. These are the top and bottom
flow from 6.11 respectively. Using a control block, in one cycle the top part is active while the
other time the bottom part is active. It can switch between those depending on the output signals
of the control block, which is determined by a markov chain. This chain can be the same as in
Figure 6.3 in which one state makes the top actors have rates of 1 and the bottom edges are 0 and
vice versa. Using this setup, it is also possible to share tokens between different scenarios. In this
case, the tokens on the edge from IQ2.o2 to Q6.p2 and Q2.o2 and Q5.p2 would be shared, as these
intend to model the same queue, namely Q2 from the original model. This means that when both
tokens are in use in the other flow, the bottom flow has no tokens it can use and vice versa. By
using the rates of the edges in different scenarios the switching can work.
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Figure 6.11: 2 flows in Merge Network

6.3 Converting a larger example
In this section we will discuss a larger example to transform into a DFG. For this, a two agents
network made in MaDL will be used. The complete network can be seen in Figure 5.8. Looking
at the flow that is of interest for its performance, the trail shown in Figure 6.12 can be extracted.
This flow is the main request/response cycle of this network. Q8 in this image represents the
non-deterministic delay of the network.

Figure 6.12: The main packet flow of a 2 agents network in MaDL

If we translate the network as simple as possible the result can be seen in in Figure 6.13. Here
all the queues are included with a computation time of 1. The non-deterministic delay actor Q8
here has a computation time that is equal to the delay it can give.
This setup can be expanded by including actors for the join/fork/merge primitive with their re-
spective computation times depending on what the user would want to see. The computation time
of these actors would be the delay that one wants to model.

Figure 6.13: The main packet flow of a 2 agents network in DFG

When one wants to take into account that other possible flows that could block tokens just like
in the merge example, the SADF of the two agents flow would like Figure 6.14. This maps the two
interfering flows, the one over Q4 and over Q13, to the flow by two side flows which depending on
the scenario can occupy tokens. They have been lined up horizontally to see where the flows map
to each other. E.g. S1/IQ4/T1 maps to Source/Q4/Q6, which are the parts that share tokens
as they use the same queue (Q4). The main flow is from actor Source to actor Sink. The traffic
controller on the right uses a markov chain to decide which of these mappings is currently active
by switching these flows. In this case, there are 4 different scenarios:
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• The Main flow is active, both side flows are inactive

• S1/IQ4/T1 and Q6 to Sink is active

• S2/IQ13/T2 and source until ND is active

• both side flows are active.

Depending on the traffic controller, one of these scenarios is active. Using this setup, one can see
how the packets can be taken by side flows as the shared tokens are occupied by these until they
are fired again.

Figure 6.14: SADF variant of two agents flow

6.4 Analysis using Data flow
This section discusses the uses of the data flow models with respect to the performance analysis of
the MaDL networks. For analysis, we used the SDF3 tool.1. This tool supports all aforementioned
data flow graphs.

6.4.1 Data flow Graphs
An interesting aspect we can analyze using the data flow graphs is the minimal latency between
firing, for example between a source and a sink primitive. For example, using the data flow graphs
shown in Figure 6.6, the minimal latency can be determined to be 2 using random static order
single processor or self timed analysis of the firing times of two actors. If we look at the MaDL
network, the quickest route is 1 cycle from source to queue and 1 cycle from queue to sink, giving
indeed a minimum of 2 cycles. The same can be done with the merge networks from Figure 6.4,
which gives a minimal latency of 3 with the computation time of the merge actor set to 0. One
can thus determine quickly for your flow of interest how long it will take minimally for a packet to
arrive at the end.

6.4.2 SADF and CSDF analysis
Using SDF3, we can analyze the throughput per scenario and more qualitative and quantitative
aspects of the created SADF’s. These are however not that relevant with respect to the performance

1http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/sdf3/
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we want to evaluate. There is currently research ongoing to determine latency of these kinds of
graphs, but it is only in experimental phase and has not been used. What can be determined is
the throughput of a data flow graph with respect to the scenarios it uses.
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Chapter 7

General discussion

In this section we give some remarks with respect to the presented work in this thesis.

7.1 Remarks about the simulation
It seems important to repeat that the models used for the spidergon and TornadoNoC are best
effort implementations with respect to what they are compared to, as not the whole model could
extracted from the given source and having a different base language. Base models in MaDL would
be changed for this purpose to suit the current comparison. Although this is the case, the results
near the given results from the paper within an acceptable margin.

7.2 MaDL primitive in Dataflow using Boolean Dataflow
An option is to use Boolean dataflow [19], which add a switch and select element to the Dataflow
graphs to model the elements of MaDL. The switch selects one of its outputs based on a token it
receives from a specific input which is a different input that the one that passes on the tokens of the
main flow. The select does the same thing, but then for inputs instead and has only one output.
In this way, adding the influence of outside tokens on the bounded buffers could be modeled.
There are some caveats here though, because it complicates the graph and increases calculation
time. Also, because the switch’s choice is dependent on the data of the token, the switch should
be aware of what the data is for all tokens, making it hard to implement this primitive.

The same could be said for the merge primitive with respect to the select option of Boolean
dataflow, which is an element that selects one its inputs depending on a given token t. Translating
using this is less of a problem if this token is random, as the merge is also non-deterministic.
However, there is also the case in which the merge receives only one incoming packet on its inputs
and thus has to select that specific input, which is not something an outside token can see.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In conclusion, a new method to translate MaDL models and a method to analyze these formal
models with respect to performance were created. These extensions are a step towards making
MaDL a fully fledged simulation method next to its ability to verify network behavior. The case
studies show that the implementation gives expected results with respect to previous implemen-
tations of this method in comparison. It also expands on this by adding new elements like the
Guardqueue for simulation analysis of formal models of ring NoCs.

There is also a data flow translation method presented to analyze some aspects of the network.
Using some basic examples, it can be shown that it gives minimal latencies of networks with respect
to a specified flow.

Future work could be a comparison with respect to RTL level implementations of given case
studies to see how the current implementations match up. Also, MaDL has more primitives that
are not used in the present implementation of the POOSL simulation, which could expand the
scope of the simulator.
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Chapter 9

Appendix A: POOSL primitives

In this section we discuss some primitives that are less interesting and somewhat duplicate the
behavior explained in the main chapter.

9.1 Sink
The sink has the same kind of setup with respect to the Source, as it can run in three separate
modes depending on what is wanted (Standard, Poisson and NC). It only has one port to accept
input messages on. When receiving a packet, it extracts the relevant data of the Color using the
get-functions mentioned in the Color packet subsection to print these into a log file for the specific
component. The log files also print information based on data acquired from the packet, e.g. using
the entranceCycle of the packet in combination with the currentTime function of POOSL, the
difference between the moment of injection and consumption is determined. A value of 1 is added
to this to this difference as it does not take in account that anything actually happens in the initial
cycle, making the formula for determining the difference "currentTime - EntranceCycle + 1". The
handshake for the sink is almost the same as the Source primitive, but then sending out trdy and
accepting an irdy before consuming a Color.

p roce s s c l a s s s ink ( SinkID : Str ing , SinkType : Str ing , Delay : Integer ,
Ratio : Real , Block : Real , Pr int : Boolean )

por t s
In , Irdy ,
Trdy

messages
In ? Message ( Color )
Irdy ? Message ( Packet )
Trdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
LastID : In t eg e r
LastSourceID : S t r ing
I n j e c t : Real
Consumed : Real
Number_Consumed : Real
randomR : RandomGenerator
LogFi le : Fi leOut

i n i t
I n i t S i nk ( ) ( )

methods
In i t S i nk ( ) ( )

i f Pr int then Create L o g f i l e
i f SinkType = "NC" then ReceiveColorNC ( ) ( )
e l s e i f SinkType = "Ratio " then Rece iveColorRat io ( ) ( )
e l s e Rece iveColor ( ) ( )

Listing 9.1: Sink Primitive code
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9.2 Fork
The only thing the fork does in MaDL is duplicating the packet and sending this data to both
outputs. To port this, specific functionality from POOSL can be used in which process can be
done in parallel. This specific concept can be seen in the listing of the fork primitive, with the
usage of the statement par S_1 and ... and S_n rap. It reproduces the behavior of the MaDL
primitive by duplicating the packet to the two outputs and only doing this once per cycle using
the delay command again. The irdy/trdy check of this primitive is the same as the one used in
switch, with the difference being that both outputs must be ready instead of only one and that
there is no function check. It uses a switch case statement to be able to do the check depending
on what message it receives first.

p roce s s c l a s s f o rk
por t s

Out1 , Out2 , Otrdy , O1irdy , O2irdy ,
In , I i rdy , I1trdy , I2 t rdy

messages
In ? Message ( Color )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out1 ! Message ( Color )
I1 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O1irdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out2 ! Message ( Color )
I2 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O2irdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
F i r s t : I n t eg e r

i n i t
In i tFork ( ) ( )

methods
In i tFork ( ) ( )

TransferFork ( ) ( )
TransferFork ( ) ( ) | c : Color , p , q , r , s : Packet |

s := new( Packet ) ;
s e l I i r d y ?Message (p ) ;

F i r s t := 0
or I1t rdy ?Message (q ) ;

F i r s t := 1
or I2t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;

F i r s t := 2 l e s ;
switch F i r s t do
case 0 then par I1t rdy ?Message (q ) ;

O2irdy ! Message (p)
and I2t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;

O1irdy ! Message (p)
rap ;
Otrdy ! Message ( s )

case 1 then par I i r dy ?Message (p ) ;
O2irdy ! Message (p)

and I2t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;
Otrdy ! Message ( s )

rap ;
O1irdy ! Message (p)

case 2 then par I i r dy ?Message (p ) ;
O1irdy ! Message (p)

and I1t rdy ?Message (q ) ;
Otrdy ! Message ( s )

rap ;
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O2irdy ! Message (p)
od ;

In ?Message ( c ) ;
par Out1 ! Message ( c ) and Out2 ! Message ( c ) rap ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
TransferFork ( ) ( )

Listing 9.2: Fork Primitive Code

9.3 Join
The Join primitive lets one Color advance when two Colors arrive at both inputs. It cannot pass
on a Color if there is only one incoming packet. To accomplish this, the parallel composition
statement is used. To pass this statement, it needs to fulfill both prerequisites, which in this case
is receiving two different Colors on In1 and In2. The handshake is the same as in merge, with
the difference being that here both inputs need to be ready instead of maybe one. This can have
multiple scenarios depending on what packet comes first, which can be seen in the switch case in
the check itself.

p roce s s c l a s s j o i n
por t s

Out , O1trdy , O2trdy , Oirdy ,
In1 , In2 , Itrdy , I1 i rdy , I 2 i r dy

messages
In1 ? Message ( Color )
I 1 i r dy ?Message ( Packet )
O1trdy ! Message ( Packet )
In2 ? Message ( Color )
I 2 i r dy ?Message ( Packet )
O2trdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out ! Message ( Color )
I t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
Oirdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
c1 , c2 : Color

i n i t
I n i t J o i n ( ) ( )

methods
I n i t J o i n ( ) ( )

Trans f e rJo in ( ) ( )
Trans f e rJo in ( ) ( )

s e l // semantic check
I t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;
F i r s t := 0
or
I 1 i rdy ?Message (p ) ;
F i r s t := 1
or
I 2 i rdy ?Message (q ) ;
F i r s t := 2 l e s ;
switch F i r s t do
case 0 then par I 1 i r dy ?Message (p ) ;

O2trdy ! Message ( r )
and I2 i r dy ?Message (q ) ;

O1trdy ! Message ( r )
rap ;
Oirdy ! Message (p)

case 1 then par I t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;
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O2trdy ! Message ( r )
and I2 i r dy ?Message (q ) ;

Oirdy ! Message (p)
rap ;
O1trdy ! Message ( r )

case 2 then par I t rdy ?Message ( r ) ;
O1trdy ! Message ( r )

and I1 i r dy ?Message (p ) ;
Oirdy ! Message (p)

rap ;
O2trdy ! Message ( r )

od ; //end semantic check
par In1 ? Message ( c1 ) and In2 ? Message ( c2 ) rap ;
Out ! Message ( c1 ) ;
de lay ( 1 ) ;
Trans f e rJo in ( ) ( )

Listing 9.3: Join Primitive code

9.4 Cut and Vars
The Cut and Vars primitives are primitives mainly aimed at breaking up the network for deadlock
detection, with Cut specifically aimed at ring-based networks. They function the same as a channel,
having only one input and output while not manipulating any data. With respect to the irdy
and trdy signals, these are just passed on as it behaves like a channel. The primitives have no
computation time, thus causing no delay.

p roce s s c l a s s Vars
por t s

Out , Oirdy , Otrdy ,
In , I i rdy , I t rdy

messages
In ?Message ( Color )
I t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
Oirdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out ! Message ( Color )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
i n i t

In i tVar s ( ) ( )
methods

In i tVar s ( ) ( )
TransferVars ( ) ( )

TransferVars ( ) ( ) | p , q : Packet , c : Color |
par

I t rdy ?Message (p ) ;
Otrdy ! Message (p)

and
I i r dy ?Message (q ) ;
Oirdy ! Message (q )

rap ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
Out ! Message ( c ) ;

de lay ( 1 ) ;
TransferVars ( ) ( )

Listing 9.4: Vars/Cut Primitive code
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9.5 Loadbalancer
A 2 output loadbalancer primitive is shown in Figure 9.1. This primitive works the same as a
switch, but instead of outputting the data on an output based on the internal data of the packet it
chooses one at random. In the TornadoNoC, only a loadbalancer with 2 outputs is used but they
can be expanded to more outputs. The translation to POOSL of this primitive is using the same
setup as the switch primitive. With respect to semantics, it works the same as the switch, the only
main difference is how the output channel is chosen.

Figure 9.1: The Loadbalancer primitive

p roce s s c l a s s Loadbalancer
por t s

Out1 , Out2 , Otrdy , O1irdy , O2irdy ,
In , I i rdy , I1trdy , I2 t rdy

messages
In ? Message ( Color )
I i r d y ?Message ( Packet )
Otrdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out1 ! Message ( Color )
I1 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O1irdy ! Message ( Packet )
Out2 ! Message ( Color )
I2 t rdy ?Message ( Packet )
O2irdy ! Message ( Packet )

v a r i a b l e s
i n i t

in i tLoad ( ) ( )
methods

in i tLoad ( ) ( )
TransferLoad ( ) ( )

TransferLoad ( ) ( ) | p , q : Packet , c : Color |
I i r d y ?Message (p ) ;
s e l par O1irdy ! Message (p) and I1t rdy ?Message (q ) rap ;

Otrdy ! Message (q ) ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
Out1 ! Message ( c )

or par O2irdy ! Message (p) and I2t rdy ?Message (q ) rap ;
Otrdy ! Message (q ) ;
In ?Message ( c ) ;
Out2 ! Message ( c )

l e s ;
de lay ( 1 ) ;
TransferLoad ( ) ( )

Listing 9.5: Loadbalancer Primitive code
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